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Don't take my valued time to tell
about the pranks of II. C. I I know
It takes a lot of dough to keep a fel-

low on the bo, to pay the rent and buy
the shoes and clothes and other things
we Use. to pay for milk and eggs and
meat and other things we have to eat;
but, when your woes you would re-

hearse remember that they might be
worse. Be glad you have the price to
pay for living In the U. S. A., and when
you feel Inclined to kick and Bay that
prices make you sick, Just think of
Europe's sore distress, where folks
can't buy the stuff to "fress," where
they can't buy the stuff to drink al-

though they'd gladly pay tho chink.
It's true of course that living's dear,
but It's worth something to he here.
A. premium I'm glad to pay for living
In the U. 8. A. and If you want to
howl and kick, excuse me, please, it
makes me sick. WILL MOOR12.
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London Opinion.
"Why didn't you Join a kilted regl-nen- t.

Charley?"
"Wot! an' be alius washing me

knees 1"
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EVENING LBDGER-PHILABELP- HIA, TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Wit and Wisdom of a Busy World go
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THE 1'ADDED CELL

Difficult

Mistress manage
make noise kitchen?

Cook Well, break
plates without making noise.

Ideas.
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The Young Lady Across the Way

We remarked to the young lady
across the way that we'd like to be
well-heel- and .she said shoes cer-
tainly were expensive now but of
course we could have them half-sole-

His Financial Measure
Lady (entering bank very business- -

2ke I wish to get a Liberty Loan
bond for my husband.

Clerk What sire, pleaieT
Lady Why, Z don't bllv I kn

a wz? HT MM
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Tarr, Kew York City Evening Telerraia.
MORE GERMAN DIPLOMACY
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BOT-TV- DID

EVERYTHING IN
ME POWER FOR
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THE NEW DOCTOR
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Baker,

Campana da Qracla, Barcelona, Spain.

BEWARE GREEKS (AND BOCHES) BEARING GIFTS
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THE "DASH HOUND"
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LEANING AS HE DARES
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Hardlnc, Brooklyn
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Glbbs, In Baltimore Baa.
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Valawk, In Brooklyn Cltln.
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